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On Tuesday, November 7
th

, we will see community buildings, places of business, and other venues turned 

into Polling Places as American citizens are again asked to cast ballots for their respective city, state, and 

national politicians.  Some wonder, however, if voting has lost its significance in this the fourth century of 

choosing our representatives, and whether a lone individual can make a difference in the political system. 

 

The fact is that one vote can make the difference in an election.  It is rare, and far more likely on a local 

level, but with the traditional low voter turnout across the United States (64% in 2004), one vote can equate 

to victory for a candidate.   

 

In 2000, former Congresswoman, Maria Cantwell, defeated the incumbent, Senator Slade Gorton, in the 

Washington U.S. Senate race by only 2,229 votes or less than 0.1% of the total votes.  In addition, if only 

one voter per precinct had not voted for Harry Truman either in Ohio or California, then Thomas Dewey 

would have won the 1948 Presidential election.  Furthermore, a single vote was the margin of victory that 

allowed Janet Wentz to win the 41
st
 District State House race in North Dakota twenty years ago.  Clearly, 

one vote and certainly a handful of votes have made the difference in past elections and no doubt will in 

future elections.        

 

This year, there are 36 governorship races across the fruited plain, more than triple that of 2004.  All 535 

U.S. House seats will be up for grabs, as will 33 U.S. Senate seats.  Numerous State Senate and House 

races, coupled with mayoral races and elections for judges will also be on the ballots, along with a host of 

referendums   

 

By casting our ballot for a particular candidate or position, we are making an impact on society.  If we do 

not vote, what right do we have to criticize our government?  After all, failing to vote equates to failing to 

exercise our freedom and thus influence the composition of and priorities within our government and 

society.  Millions of individuals around the world would jump at the opportunity to cast a ballot, as we do, 

without fear of oppression or ridicule, in order to choose their leaders. 

 

However, if we plan to vote we should be an informed voter.  The mere act of casting a ballot into a box is 

not indicative of someone who desires to influence his or her government.  The often controversial writer 

Gore Vidal once rightly said, “Half of the American people have never read a newspaper.  Half never voted 

for President.  One hopes it is the same half.” 

 

As voters, we have an obligation to be informed.  There is no shortage of outlets from which to obtain 

information.  We would not dream of casting a vote among a jury of our peers in a court case without 

hearing and carefully considering the evidence for fear of allowing a guilty man to walk free or 

condemning an innocent man to prison.  This same type of commitment should be seen in how we vote by 

carefully considering the degree to which a candidate’s views are inline with ours.  It is by knowing these 

facts and acting upon them at the voting booth that we shape the laws of our country.      

 

Our responsibility to influence our government and society goes beyond the ballot box, however.  An even 

greater impact than voting alone can be made by volunteering our time and talents on behalf of a candidate 

or cause.  From stuffing envelopes, to walking throughout neighborhoods distributing campaign literature, 

to making telephone calls, these actions can have a profound impact upon an election.  Individuals willing 

to sacrifice hours of time and/or give financially to a campaign can produce many additional votes.  Thus, 

by both voting and volunteering for a candidate or cause, it becomes evident that one individual can make 

an enormous difference in the outcome of an election. 

 

Untold Americans have died for the right to vote and influence the government.  We should cherish the 

right to vote in a similar manner to how we treasure the American Flag, our National Anthem, the 



Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, and other sacred symbols that embody the ideas of “…life, 

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.” 

 

On Tuesday, November 7
th

, you can make a difference by not neglecting your precious right to vote and 

instead to cast your ballot for the candidate who and initiatives that embody your values.  


